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ABSTRACT: Rational plastic recycling is critical for addressing
the environmental challenges associated with plastic waste. Among
the various recycling methods, chemical recycling, particularly via
homogeneous catalysis, holds promise for converting plastic waste
into valuable products. Post-consumer polymer wastes could
present a challenge for catalytic upcycling due to the structural
inhomogeneity and functionalization of the polyolefin chains. The
impact of substrate aging on the performance of the upcycling
catalyst can be viewed as an “inverse problem” of heterogeneous
catalysis and has not received sufficient attention in mechanistic
studies on this subject. Herein, we present a density functional
theory study on the dehydrogenative upcycling of polyethylene
(PE) with different in-chain impurities, representing the chemistry
of post-consumption PE wastes. We selected the (tBu4POCOP)-Ir pincer complex catalyzed dehydrogenation of PE as our model
reaction. The calculations reveal that common in-chain impurities found in PE, such as carbonyl, hydroxyl, epoxides, and chlorine
atoms, inhibit the overall catalyst performance. These impurities form stable molecular complexes with the catalyst, leading to a
substantial increase in the energy barriers of the initial reaction step, the C−H bond addition. We also observe that the reaction on
the ideal crystalline PE is also impeded. However, highly distorted PE chains exhibit greater susceptibility toward the (tBu4POCOP)-
Ir catalyst. Our mechanistic studies demonstrated that the reaction on the side alkane chains is kinetically favorable compared with
the reaction on the PE backbone. The study highlights the critical role of in-chain heterogenieties in the catalytic activation of
polymer chains and provides valuable insights into the development of effective technologies for upcycling plastic waste.
KEYWORDS: plastic upcycling, homogeneous catalysis, density functional theory, catalytic dehydrogenation

1. INTRODUCTION
Commercial plastics have experienced extensive utilization
across diverse industries due to their affordability, lightweight
nature, and versatile properties, making them indispensable for
numerous consumer goods and packaging materials. However,
the accumulation of plastic waste has emerged as a significant
environmental concern, primarily attributable to its persistent
nature and prolonged environmental degradation. It is crucial to
recognize that, despite the environmental challenges posed by
plastics, their inherent characteristics render them essential, thus
positioning them as a “necessary evil”. Consequently, instead of
solely focusing on the eradication of commercial plastics, it
becomes imperative to prioritize the development and
implementation of effective recycling strategies that mitigate
the environmental impacts associated with their accumulation.

Unfortunately, only a small fraction of plastic waste is
currently recycled.1 The conventional mechanical recycling
methods often result in degraded properties, limiting the
potential for the reuse of recycled plastics in their original
applications.2,3 To address this issue, chemical upcycling has
emerged as an attractive solution, which involves converting

waste polyolefins into value-added materials and products, thus
establishing a basis for the circular economy.4,5 Several processes
have been proposed for the plastics’ chemical upcycling,
including pyrolysis,6,7 cracking,8,9 hydrogenolysis,10−13 and
advanced oxidation.14,15 Transfer dehydrogenation of poly-
ethylene forms an important and common mechanistic event in
many of the recently developed upcycling processes such as
isomerizing ethenolysis, dehydroaromatization, and olefin
metathesis (Scheme 1(a)).16−18 Introducing tunable amounts
of unsaturation in the polyolefin chains opens the way toward
the various plastic waste valorization pathways, e.g. ethenol-
ysis,18 metathesis,16,17 and dehydroaromatization.25 The key
step of the dehydrogenation is the activation of the inert C−H
bond, which introduces a certain challenge.26−28
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Plastic waste is frequently contaminated with impurities19,20

and after being exposed to the environment for extended periods
in soil or water may also contain impurities resulting from the
aging process (Scheme 1(b)).21 For example, photodegradation
of polyethylene under UV light generates free radicals that can
cause chain scission, branching, and cross-linking.22 Addition-
ally, PE aging can lead to the formation of in-chain impurities
containing oxygen, such as hydroxyl or carbonyl groups.21,23

The impact of these impurities is well-documented in the
context of catalytic pyrolysis, where the presence of Cl and N in
the plastic waste could rapidly deactivate the catalyst.20,24

However, the effect of these impurities on the processing of
polyethylene waste through homogeneous chemical upcycling
remains uncertain. We hypothesize (Scheme 1(c)) that the
presence of in-chain defects in polyethylene could induce
organometallic catalyst deactivation. For instance, the in-chain
impurities may bind strongly to the catalytic species and impede
further reactions.

Herein, we present a density functional theory study on the
dehydrogenative upcycling of polyethylene (PE) with different
in-chain impurities, representing the chemistry of post-
consumption PE wastes. As a model reaction, we have selected
the first step of the PE upcycling proposed by Conk et al.,18 the
(tBu4POCOP)-Ir pincer complex catalyzed homogeneous
dehydrogenation of polyethylene. We have carried out the
DFT study of the reaction path of dehydrogenation of the
(tBu4POCOP)-Ir pincer on the differently modified PE chains.
Different catalytic paths promoted by a representative model
homogeneous (tBu4POCOP)-Ir pincer catalyst were investi-
gated. We aimed to highlight the factors influencing the intrinsic
reactivity of the homogeneous catalysts for plastic waste
valorization.

2. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
Crystalline polyethylene with two all-trans CH2 chains with
DFT-optimized lattice parameters of a = 2.55 Å; b = 4.92 Å; and
c = 7.15 Å29,30 (12 × 12 × 6 k-point mesh) was used as an initial
model. Calculations were carried out for the 7 × 7 × 3 supercell

to simulate crystalline polyethylene. This model was terminated
along the y-axis where 25 Å of vacuum was added to simulate the
PE surface. All except one chain were removed from the 7 × 7 ×
3 supercell model for the calculation of the isolated PE chains.
The resulting unit cell formulas are C210H420 and C14H28 for the
crystalline PE and isolated chains, respectively. The computa-
tions employed periodic boundary conditions (PBCs).

All calculations were carried out using the Vienna Ab Initio
Simulation Package (VASP 5.4.4).31,32 The exchange-correla-
tional energy term was described by the generalized gradient
approximation PBE functional33 with D3(BJ) dispersion
correction.34,35 The solvent environment (p-xylene) was
simulated implicitly via the VASPsol code.36,37 A plane wave
basis set with a cutoff energy of 450 eV was used in combination
with the projected augmented wave (PAW) method.38 The
Brillouin zone sampling was restricted to the Γ point. The
geometry convergence was assumed to be reached when all
atomic forces were below 0.04 eV Å−1. During the geometry
optimization, all atoms were allowed to relax.

The climbed image nudged-elastic band method (CI-NEB)
was used to determine the minimum energy path and to guess
the transition state structures.39 The number of images for the
CI-NEB method was set as 8 or 16. The maximum energy
geometry along the reaction path generated by the CI-NEB
method was further optimized by the Quasi-Newton method.
The transition states were confirmed by the presence of a single
imaginary frequency along the reaction coordinate.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Dehydrogenation of the Pristine PE. We initiated

our investigation by examining the reaction on pristine
polyethylene without any impurities to establish a benchmark
for comparison. The general mechanism of the catalytic
polyolefin dehydrogenation by Ir(I) pincer catalyst C1 is
presented in Scheme 2. The catalytic reaction starts with the C−
H oxidative addition in catalyst-substrate complex 1 between Ir
catalyst C1 and PE resulting in Ir(III)H(R) intermediate 2
(Scheme 2). Next, a β-H elimination step in 2 yields the

Scheme 1. a) Ir Pincer Catalyzed Polyethylene (PE) Dehydrogenation Reaction as the Key Step in Different Upcycling Processes
Leading to Value Added Products, b) Different Functional Group Impurities (X, Epoxo, and Carbonyl) Present on the PE Chain,
and c) Our Hypothesis for the Deactivation of the Ir Pincer Catalyst by the Impurities Present in the PE Chain
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dehydrogenated PE chain π-bound with the (tBu4POCOP)-IrH2
species 3. In the next step, the alkene dissociates, and the

(tBu4POCOP)-IrH2 species 4 is formed. Sacrificial hydro-
genation of an alkene with 4 regenerates Ir catalyst C1, which
then forms complex 1 with PE, and the catalytic cycle continues.
In this study, we have computed the energetics associated with
the dehydrogenation of PE from starting complex 1 to the alkene
dissociation step resulting in intermediate 4. A parallel catalyst
regeneration cycle is present in Scheme S1 of the Supporting
Information. We calculated the reaction pathways for both
polyethylene crystals and isolated polyethylene chains, aiming to
assess the influence of the polyethylene state (crystalline or
isolated chain) on the reaction path. The reaction was calculated
for the in-chain dehydrogenation, for which high regeoselectiv-
ity of (tBu4POCOP)-Ir pincer was experimentally demonstra-
ted.18,40 For the crystalline PE, we have modeled the reaction on
the top central chain of the crystal surface.

For the isolated PE chain, the initial C−H oxidative addition
step [TS(1−2)] has a barrier of 66 kJ/mol. In the resulting
intermediate 2, the adjacent C−H bonds are trans to the C−Ir
bond. The PE chain has to undergo a conformational change
[TS(2−2′)] to enable the β-hydride elimination step facilitated
by an agostic Ir...C−H interaction in 2. While this mechanistic
step is typically overlooked for the catalytic conversion of small
alkanes,40−42 it appears to play a more significant role in the
dehydrogenative activation of more constrained PE substrate, by
destabilizing the system by 15−27 kJ/mol for single-chain and
crystalline PE, respectively (Figure 1). The β-hydride
elimination step proceeds through a four-membered transition

Scheme 2. Catalytic Cycle for the (tBu4POCOP)-Ir Catalyzed
Transfer Dehydrogenation of PE

Figure 1. a) Optimized geometries of the model catalyst and pristine PE substrate. b) Computed reaction energy (kJ/mol) profile for the PE
dehydrogenation by the (tBu4POCOP)-Ir complex. The σ-complex of the active 14-electron (tBu4POCOP)-Ir catalyst with PE was set as a reference.
Intrinsic barriers for elementary steps with respect to the preceding intermediate are given in parentheses. OMe andH on the aryl and tBu-fragments on
P in the Ir catalyst have been omitted for clarity. Selected interatomic distances are in Å.
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state [TS(2′-3)] with a barrier of 19 kJ/mol. Finally, the
dehydrogenated PE chain dissociates [TS(3−4)] from the
metal center and leaves (tBu4POCOP)-IrH2 species 4which has a

higher activation barrier of 58 kJ/mol. As all steps are reversible,
an overall barrier is calculated with respect to the initial complex
1.

Figure 2. Relative catalyst-substrate binding energies (ΔΔEbind’s) for different functional groups with respect to the catalyst-pristine PE complex.

Figure 3. Computed reaction energy (kJ/mol) profile for (a) the C−H bond insertion on the keto- and epoxide-functionalized isolated PE chain
models; (b) C−H and C−Cl bond insertions on the chlorine-functionalized isolated PE chain model; (c) possible dehydrogenation pathways of PE
with a hydroxyl group. Intrinsic barriers for elementary steps with respect to the preceding intermediate are given in parentheses. OMe and H on the
aryl and tBu-fragments have been omitted for clarity. Selected optimized interatomic distances are in Å.
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The highest overall barrier, 96 kJ/mol, observed for alkene
dissociation along the pathway is in line with the previous
mechanistic study on homogeneous dehydrogenation of
hexane.40,42 The C−H oxidative addition energy barrier in
crystalline PE is comparable to that in the isolated chain. The
conformational change in the crystalline PE intermediate 3
distorts the crystalline packing resulting in a higher overall
barrier (92 kJ/mol) compared to the isolated chain (68 kJ/mol).
The preceding reaction steps also exhibit a higher energy barrier
in the crystalline PE possibly due to distorted packing.
Comparing the trends for the ideal crystalline PE surface and
the isolated chain, we observed that the energy of the former
steadily increases along the dehydrogenation path due to the
steric effects of the bulky tert-butyl group and neighboring PE
chain interaction. While the trend of intrinsic reactivity for both
cases remains the same, the chain rotation and the distortion of
packing shift the potential energy surface (PES) of crystalline PE
dehydrogenation toward higher energies.

For the model of the crystalline PE, we assumed a perfect all-
trans conformation. In practice, conformationally disordered
chains could be found in PE,19,43,44 which could significantly
influence the reactivity. Indeed, the DFT calculations on a PE
model representing the conformationally disordered PE chains
(Figures S1−S2) reveal a much lower barrier for the initial C−H
insertion step (37 vs 66 kJ/mol for the distorted and perfect PE
models, respectively). On the other hand, the reaction of the PE
chain with the gauche−trans−gauche conformation (Figure
S1b) exhibits significantly higher β-hydride elimination and

ligand loss barriers (Figure S2b). This emphasizes the
importance of the in-chain mobility and conformation on the
catalyst performance. Therefore, the steric effects of the
interaction of the homogeneous dehydrogenation catalyst with
the substrate andmobility of the substrate could drastically affect
the intrinsic reactivity, suggesting that similar effects can be also
observed in the presence of different PE imperfections.
3.2. Dehydrogenation of the PE with in-Chain

Impurities. To assess the impact of the in-chain impurities
on the PE dehydrogenation, we prepared different models
featuring the keto group, epoxide, hydroxyl group, carboxyl
group, chlorine, bromine, and CnH2n+1 branches (n = 1−
4).19,21,45,46 We start with an analysis of the influence of such
functional groups on the initial binding of the catalyst with the
PE substrate. Figure 2 summarizes the DFT-computed binding
energies (ΔΔEbind) with the values listed in Table S1.

Negative ΔΔEbind values indicate a thermodynamic prefer-
ence for the Ir pincer complex to interact with specific sites
rather than with the virgin PE. Such a preference is observed for
the carbonyl, epoxide, hydroxyl, and chlorine-functionalized PE
models. Unexpectedly, no strong interactions were detected for
the molecular complexes formed with the carboxyl and bromine
functionalities in the PE.

The decreased thermodynamic preference in binding to
longer branches and the carboxyl group at the surface of the
crystalline PE can be attributed to the steric bulk of the pincer
catalyst. Indeed, in the case of crystalline PE, the binding energy
of the σ-complex is dominated by the dispersion interactions

Figure 4. Computed reaction energy (kJ/mol) profiles for the dehydrogenation of the C2- and C4-branches on an isolated PE chain model. Intrinsic
barriers for elementary steps with respect to the preceding intermediate are given in parentheses. OMe and H on the aryl and tBu-fragments are
omitted for clarity, and selected interatomic distances are in Å.
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between the bulky tert-butyl groups on the pincer arms and the
neighboring chains. The interaction of the Ir pincer with the
branches distant from the surface results in much fewer
intermolecular contacts than with the extended surface and,
accordingly, a lower overall binding energy.

While the high ΔΔEbind indicates the preferential interactions
of the catalyst with specific PE functional groups, it does not
necessarily imply the deactivation of the catalyst molecule.
These interactions could, on the contrary, promote the
subsequent transformations or open alternative reaction paths.
Oxygen- and Chlorine-Functionalized PE. We next turned

our attention to the impact of the PE imperfections with the
lowest ΔΔE values (carbonyl, hydroxyl, epoxide, and chlorine)
on the dehydrogenation reaction paths. Additionally, we
examined the reactions occurring on two different alkyl branches
(C2 and C4).

The C−H activation step with the carbonyl-adsorbed catalyst
(Figure 3a) has a significantly higher (by ca. 70 kJ/mol) barrier
compared to virgin PE. In addition, the progress of the reaction
is obstructed since one of the coordination sites in the Ir sphere
is occupied by the carbonyl oxygen (Ir−O distance equals 2.27
Å) in the resulting Ir(III) intermediate 2. To proceed with the
reaction, rotation along the C−Ir axis is necessary. However, this
rotation is hindered by the bulky tert-butyl groups on the P
donors, while complete dissociation of the complex from the
surface C�O moiety would inquire substantial energy loss.
Although the C−H activation of the epoxide-functionalized PE
proceeds with a somewhat lower barrier of 100 kJ/mol, a similar
deactivating effect is observed in this case. This suggests that
oxo-functionalization of PE with carbonyl and epoxy-moieties
would inhibit the dehydrogenation activity of the Ir pincer
catalyst by preventing the formation of the initial σ-complex and
hindering the reaction path.

Similarly, the presence of Cl on the PE chain hampers
dehydrogenative activation with the Ir pincer (Figure 3b). Two
alternative pathways were considered in this case, namely the
C−H or C−Cl bond insertion paths. Both paths proceed with

very high barriers of >150 kJ/mol due to the strong catalyst-
substrate complex through the Ir−Cl interaction.

The reaction with the OH-modified PE may proceed via two
alternative reaction paths, namely, starting with the oxidative
addition of C−H or O−H bonds (Figure 3c). In the C−H bond
insertion path, the Ir center coordinated to the hydroxyl oxygen
oxidatively adds an adjacent C−H bond. Similar to the cases
discussed above, this step proceeds with a very high barrier of
126 kJ/mol and yields an octahedral Ir surface complex, which
hinders further progress of the catalytic cycle. An alternative
alcohol dehydrogenation path proceeds via the catalyst O−H
bond insertion resulting in an intermediate 3 with an Ir−O
bond.47 Although this path starts with a low barrier of only 40
kJ/mol, the subsequent β-H elimination step faces a
prohibitively high barrier of 191 kJ/mol and yields the keto-
functionalized PE chain.
Branched and Cross-Linked PE. The chemical polyolefin

upcycling strategies proposed thus far emphasize the importance
of the selective activation of the main chain of the polymer. The
catalytic dehydrogenative activation of the polyolefin can
potentially take place at both the main chain and the branches,
thus affecting the overall process efficiency. To understand the
differences in the respective catalytic paths, we next computed
the reaction path for Ir-catalyzed dehydrogenation of the ethyl
and n-butyl groups to model the reaction on the side branches
(Figure 4).

The oxidative addition at the highly accessible terminal
methyl group on the branches has a barrier of only 21−27 kJ/
mol, which is much lower compared to that computed for the PE
backbone. The size of the side chain has a pronounced effect on
the next β-hydride elimination step. For the C2H5−PE model, a
3-fold higher barrier (108 kJ/mol) is computed than that for the
n-Bu-modified PE because the bulky tert-butyl groups prevent
stabilization of the π-complex of the catalyst with the vinyl
group; instead, the σ-complex of [Ir−2H] with C−H of the vinyl
group is formed. Indeed, the vinyl group is perpendicular to the
PE backbone, and the Ir catalyst cannot properly coordinate to
the double bond. Such an effect was not observed for the

Figure 5. (a) Cross-linked polyethylene model and (b) computed reaction energy (kJ/mol) profile for cross-linked PE dehydrogenation. Intrinsic
barriers for elementary steps with respect to the preceding intermediate are given in parentheses. OMe and H on the aryl and tBu-fragments were
omitted for clarity. Selected interatomic distances are in Å.
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extended n-Bu side chain. Similar to the case for the pristine PE,
in the n-Bu-PE model, the decomposition of the π-complex is
the rate-limiting step. Thus, our calculations reveal the much
more favorable activation of the side branches of the PE
compared to the main chain, in line with the experimental
observations.48

We also examined the dehydrogenation of cross-linked PE to
understand the potential effects of cross-linking between chains.
To model cross-linked PE, we extended the PE chain length to
42 atoms and connected neighboring chains in the center
(Figure 5a).49 The C−H oxidative addition on the cross-link
carbons was found to be highly unfavorable. Therefore, we
focused on studying the reaction occurring in eight carbons from
the cross-links (Figure 5b). One notable observation is that the
cross-linked chain exhibited slightly lower energy for the initial
σ-complex formation compared to the non-cross-linked isolated
chain PE (−80 kJ/mol vs −63 kJ/mol), despite the proximity
between the chains, which prevents the bulky t-Bu ligand from
embedding between them. The possible explanation for that is
the dispersion interaction of the tert-butyl groups with the
neighboring PE chain. The computed energy profile for the
catalytic reaction shows similar trends to those for the isolated
PE chain, although with barriers generally lower than the non-
cross-linked PE, indicating a higher reactivity of such moieties
and a potential promotion effect of PE cross-linking on the
dehydrogenative upcycling with the homogeneous Ir catalyst.
The Impact of the Impurities. Our results show that the

impurities in the polymer substrate have a profound influence on
the catalyst performance. In this context, we formulated a simple
numerical model to quantify the extent to which the catalyst
becomes affixed to these impurities. For simplicity, we
considered only oxygen and chlorine functional groups,
assuming that all of the oxygen-containing impurities were
present in the form of carbonyls. The top estimates for the
practical concentration of impurities in postconsumption PE
were obtained based on the work of Kusenberg et al.,20 which
reported oxygen and chlorine concentrations in the products of
PE-film pyrolysis as 0.43 and 0.02 wt %, respectively. This can be
considered a strongly contaminated postconsumption PE
substrate, with the impurity concentrations of roughly 274
μmol impurities (268 μmol of carbonyl and 6 μmol of chlorine
groups) per 1 g polymer. The successful experimental
demonstration of the dehydrogenative PE upcycling with the
Ir-(tBuPOCOP)-HCl molecular catalyst employed ca. 150 μmol
of catalyst per 1 g of PE substrate.17,18 This implies that when
used with waste polyethylene as the substrate, the molecular
catalyst, originally designed for synthetic chemistry applications,
would likely experience strong inhibition due to the preferential
competitive binding with the impurities within the PE chain.
Therefore, further efforts toward more efficient catalytic plastic
upcycling technologies should target minimization of the
negative impact of the impurities. The polymer substrate can
be pretreated prior to the catalytic upgrading to reduce the
amount of heteroatoms via, for example, catalytic hydrotreat-
ment.20,50 One could also envisage the use of protecting groups
or additives to mask the presence of strongly coordinating
functional groups in the polymer, but this approach would lead
to additional complications of the overall process. The more
targeted catalyst design strategy also presents an attractive route,
in which one aims at a catalyst that concurrently manifests
enhanced activity and robustness against impurities. An ideal
catalyst should show a limited affinity to functional groups, while

being still highly reactive and selective toward inert C−H
groups.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this computational study, we investigated the reaction
pathways of PE dehydrogenation with different functional
groups using a model homogeneous (tBu4POCOP)-Ir catalyst.
Our findings indicate that the catalyst performance could be
significantly inhibited in the presence of in-chain impurities such
as carbonyl, hydroxyl, epoxides, and chlorine functionalities.
These impurities hinder the reaction by forming stable
molecular complexes with the catalyst, increasing the barrier
for the initial C−H bond activation step and saturating the
coordination sphere of the Ir catalyst.

Structural imperfections of the PE structure, such as the
presence of branches or cross-links, also have a profound impact
on the performance of the Ir catalyst. Smaller branches on the PE
chain can be reversibly activated by the Ir catalyst, although their
dehydrogenation is kinetically limited by a high barrier for the β-
H elimination step. Longer and more flexible branches can serve
as the preferential sites for the catalytic activation, thus reducing
the overall efficiency of the upcycling depolymerization process.
The presence of cross-links in the PE structure also facilitates the
dehydrogenative conversion path with the bulky Ir pincer
catalyst.

Overall, our study highlights the importance of considering
the presence of in-chain impurities for the chemical recycling of
plastics. It emphasizes the need to use model catalysts with
specific functional groups or to conduct studies on fresh and
aged polyethylene chains to better understand the impact of
impurities or aging on the reaction process. These insights
contribute to a broader understanding of catalyst deactivation
mechanisms and can guide the development of more efficient
catalysts and processes for PE recycling and valorization.
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